Delraxian
2371 or beyond (Shackleton Expanse)
The Delraxians, native to Delrax IV, hail from a temperate world. Upon first
glance, they appear to have a distinct reptilian lineage, as their skin is very
tough & leathery. However, they are better described as a bipedal mammals.
Unlike most worlds, their homeworld is mostly land, punctuated by bodies of
water. While these bodies were quite massive, they would not be considered
oceans on most worlds. This gives their homeworld the unique distinction of
allowing an individual to travel by land around the world. Their government,
The Union of Delraxian States, was able to put them into space. They have a
colony in-system & are content to exploit their own solar system. While being
a space-faring race for 400 years they are content to let other species make
first contact. While, mostly, on par with the Federation technologically, they
have Advanced Sensor systems. They trade their expertise in Mining & the
Planetary sciences with other species.
Names: ex. Male: Molzjan Kayhun; Female: Binelinn Klopzad.

EXAMPLE VALUE: We are in harmony with the Sacred Lands.
Attributes: Control +1, Fitness +1, Reason +1.
TRAIT:
The Delraxians appearance has developed in response to a low ozone
content of their atmosphere, which allows their world to be constantly
bombarded by UV radiation. While harmless to them, few off-worlders can
spend extended periods outside. Males stand on average at 7ft while
females average at 6ft. Males weigh on average 210lbs & females 160lbs.
They have small eyes which are shielded from UV by a special lens.
Talents:
Delraxian, or with GM's permission.

Radiation Tolerance [Required]
Requirement:
While immune to UV radiation, they are highly tolerant of other forms of
Radiation. You lower the Difficulty of rolls relating to radiation by 3,
minimum of 0.

Drilling and Mining Experts
Requirement:
They have developed mining & drilling into an expert science, & are known
as some of the best miners. Whenever you make rolls regarding Drilling or
Mining, you gain an additional 2d20 to your rolls.

Engineering/Science
Requirement:
Having developed an expertise in the planetary sciences & advanced
sensor technology, you gain 1d20 to your rolls using the Engineering or
Science Discipline. When you use it for any Planetary Science, you lower
the Difficulty by 3, minimum of 1.
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